
2023-24 CAC Membership Selection Sub-Committee.

CUSD 200 School Board:
The following is a summary of how the CAC subcommittee came to our recommendation of the
2023-2024 CAC Membership Selection Recommendation

● Subcommittee Selection process
○ A group of 7 was chosen from a group of willing volunteers. The group of

volunteers was larger than needed, so the opportunity was granted to volunteers
who hadn’t had a chance to be in a subcommittee in the past.

■ The first two positions were Current CAC Co-Chair Brooke Gennaro. And
CAC Chair Greg Biziarek

■ The five volunteers were - Cathy Berning, Shana Frederick, Megan
Kolisch, Assad Koshul, and John Graham.

● Membership recommendation process
○ For 2023/24 13 Seats will be available on CAC plus 2 alternate spots (per CAC

rules.)
○ We had 21 applications this year.
○ Superintendent Jeff Schuler sent out homework to the subcommittee.

■ This homework included each of the 21 applications, information on which
schools currently had representation & how much representation they
had.

■ Jeff requested the subcommittee to prioritize 13 applications on a google
form document for him to have results ready for us at our first in person
meeting on May 15th.

○ The subcommittee did their homework and met in person on May 15th.
■ Upon meeting, each person explained the process they used to prioritize

their 13 applications.
■ After reviewing the results of this prioritization, the group recognized that

15 candidates either had 4, 5, 6 or 7 (of 7) “votes” (people prioritizing
them for candidacy.) The group then reviewed the schools represented
by these 15 candidates and recognized it resulted in a very diverse
representation overall on the committee. Based on this and group
discussion, we decided to eliminate candidates with 3 or less votes.

■ The next decision was which of these thirteen candidates would be the
two alternates.

● Five candidates received four votes and the remainder had five or
more votes. The candidates with five or more votes were moved
into the recommendation column.

● The subcommittee reviewed the remaining five candidates and
based on application & representation decided to bring three into
the final (3) open seats, and leave two as alternates.



■ This left off (3) three vote candidates, (2) two vote candidates and (1)
zero vote candidates. These candidates were eliminated from the
recommendation for this year.

● Total school representation
○ Bower - Returning 2, applied 3, recommended 2 = Total 4
○ Emerson - Returning 0, applied 1, recommended 1 = Total 1
○ Hawthorne - Returning 2, applied 0, recommended 0 = Total 2
○ Johnson - Returning 0, applied 2, recommended 1 = Total 1
○ Lincoln - Returning 1, applied 1, recommended 1 = Total 2
○ Longfellow - Returning 4, applied 2, recommended 1 = Total 5
○ Lowell - Returning 1, applied 3, recommended 1 = Total 2
○ Madison - Returning 0, applied 6, recommended 3 = Total 3
○ Pleasant Hill - Returning 6, applied 0, recommended 0 = Total 6
○ Sandburg - Returning 0, applied 2, recommended 2 = Total 2
○ Washington - Returning 2, applied 1, recommended 1 = Total 3
○ Whittier - Returning 2, applied 0, recommended 0, Total =2
○ Wiesbrook - Returning 4, applied 0, recommended 0, Total =4
○ Alternates - Lowell (1), Bower (1)

● Recommendations
○ CAC Membership

■ Scott Laslo, Margie Hogan, Joe Piombino, Brooke Oswald, Christina
Podraza, Maura McCrate, Christopher Dabovich, Cheryl Moore, Bridget
Lesko, Tim Davis, Blake Steinbraker, Kelley Gillenwater, Lindsey Avalos.

○ Alternates
■ Rebecca Smith-Osterman, Katy Ebbesen


